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TO MAKE A BETTER EVERYDAY
FOR EVERYONE

KEY STATISTICS
Active members:

Projects:
44

3
Business Advisory and Board members:

10
Revenue generated in FY18-19:

$46,972

Media reach:

201,598

Sponsors/Partners:

10



SWAP CUP
Problem: 
Our current l ifestyles are saturated with disposable plastic in every purchase and
product transaction. Thus, making the conscious choice to avoid buying plastic is
very difficult. Current solutions, such as BYO cups, require businesses and their
customers to take on a financial or time-related burden which means the impact
cannot scale beyond early adopters.
 
Objective: 
Swap Cup strives to find an effective approach which works for both businesses
and consumers, keeping in mind that daily habits can be transformed into micro-
actions, and this flow-on effect will  significantly reduce plastic waste and
thereby promote environmental sustainability.
 
Action: 
Swap Cup challenges current business structures by creating alternative
sustainable approaches for businesses and their consumers.

SWAP CUP COMPRISES OF THREE SOCIAL ENTERPRISES

Ecco Kuppa
Promotes and sells reusable
coffee cups to businesses

 
 
 
 

Sales:
 588

 
Our revenue:

 $5,680

Swap Cup
Offers reusable cups and

bowls as a service rather than
a product and leverages the
power of loyalty to increase
sales for sustainable cafes.

 
Our revenue: 

$9,980
 

Revenue created
 for partner cafes:

 $15,000

OneStep Straws (R&D)
Promotes and sells reusable
metal straws to address the
waste associated with the

growth of "bubble-tea"
 
 

Our revenue:
 $3,400
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NEXUS
Problem:  Women of the Nangi vil lage (Nepal) face unfair compensation and
underemployment.
 
Objective:  To address these disadvantages, Nexus connects Nangi vil lage from Nepal to
distributors in Melbourne, creating sustainable income pathways to the at-risk
community.
 
Action: Organising distribution of the books to consumers and businesses in Australia
has increased the Nexus customer base and in turn, boosted our sales potential
significantly. Our distribution system is designed to depress production costs and
thereby increase the portion of revenue that goes towards remunerating women in these
communities.
 
 
 
$1,200 revenue generated for the Nangi Women in FY18-19
Preserved the artistic traditions of Nepal

OUTCOMES

CARDS FOR A CAUSE
Problem: Financially disadvantaged students are often compelled to fare evade to travel
to school. Fare evasion causes these students further financial and emotional stress,
especially when they are faced with hefty fines that they cannot afford to pay.
 
Objective: Cards for a Cause harnesses the blank grey canvas of the Myki travel card to
create a story of social change for disadvantaged students who cannot afford public
transport.
 
Action: Cards for a Cause capitalises on the desire for customised Myki passes and
generates revenue through selling unique designs and prints for Mykis. These prints are
sold online with free postage and 100% of the profits are put towards arranging Myki
passes for selected students from partnering disadvantaged schools in the West of
Melbourne.
 
 
 
$9,800 revenue generated in FY18-19
1000+ stickers sold to commuters
Locked in partnerships to deliver 240+ months of free travel passes to the Gateway
school 
Provides financial alleviation to over 40 students

OUTCOMES
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SPONSORS

REVENUES     
Operational 
Project         
Total       
 
EXPENSES
Operational       
Project       
Total      
 
NET PROFIT         

 
 

     
$16,912
$30,060
$46,972
 
 
$9,886
$16,660
$26,546
 
$20,426 

 
 

Margaret Abernathy University of Melbourne
Suzanne Dixon La Trobe University
Jeff Borland University of Melbourne
Tricia Liew KPMG
Grant McWhirter Digital First 
Noel Reid Human Performance
Jason Smith KPMG
Nanthesh Sivarjah Super Investment
Simon Dubois KPMG
Josh Farr Campus Consultancy


